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are necessary. The limits on Poitier in portraying Black sexuality were perhaps the
most criticized aspect of his stardom, and Strachen effectively conveys those limits
as well as carefully describing the instances in which Poitier pushed against or
stretched them. Mask considers Poitier’s attachment to the Western, the genre of
film he consistently recalled in interviews as his favorite as a child, a genre he
expressed interest in working in from the start of his career, and the genre of the
first film, Buck and the Preacher (1971), he made as a director.
Poitier Revisited has its roots in the Sidney Poitier International Conference and
Film Festival, held at the College of the Bahamas in 2010, and it shows those ori-
gins both in some of its best and it weakest features. Like many conference
proceedings and edited collections, the chapters are somewhat uneven in depth and
execution (though all are worth engaging), and there are gaps in attention. For
example, Poitier continued to act until 2001 and he has written three books in the
last 15 years, but this collection leaves his career after about 1980 unexamined.
Unlike much work on Poitier, however, this volume does put the star in interna-
tional context. Given Poitier’s own international, cosmopolitan identity, such con-
sideration is crucial, and Poitier Revisited does useful work in providing it.
ARTHUR kNIGHT
The College of William & Mary
© 2015, Arthur Knight
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01439685.2015.1059615
The Emergence of Film Culture. Knowledge Production, Institution
Building and the Fate of the Avant-garde in Europe, 1919–1945
Malte Hagener (Ed.)
New York – Oxford, Berghahn, 2014
380 pp., illus., index, $120.00/£75.00 (cloth)
ISBN 978-1-782-38423-6
Film historiography has traditionally been built within very defined borders, whose
structure no one would have seriously called into question until a few decades
ago. The collection edited by Malte Hagener induces contemporary film and cin-
ema historiography to ‘strain its borders’, steering the challenging project of an
‘entangled history’ of the Film culture in Europe during the interwar period (see
p. 3) – an histoire croisée as one could say recalling the Annales’ tradition in modern
historiography. ‘The implicit aim’, stresses Hagener, ‘is to multiply perspectives in
order to shatter any one dominant reading and to open up historiography to the
potential limitless infinity of empirical reality’ (p. 4).
Significantly, the edited collection is a part of the Berghahn’s book series Film
Europa: German Cinema in an International Context, which emphasises connections,
exchanges and influences of German cinema across national borders, as well as its
links with other media and art forms: ‘transition’ and ‘crossing the borders’ could
probably be its most punctual keywords. Thus, in this context, leaving the national
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focal point behind, working on a comparative history is somehow just the prelimi-
nary step: an entangled history, in fact, ‘develops ideas first broached under labels
such as connected or shared history into a focus on interaction, interdependence and
complexity’ (p. 4). This way Hagener seems to widen, in a collaborative and
relational attempt, his own historiographical intuition as it was experimented and
examined in his first book (Moving Forward, Looking Back: The European Avant-garde and
the Invention of Film Culture, 1919–1939, Amsterdam University Press, 2005): i.e.
mapping ‘networks’, ‘nodes’ and ‘flows’, stressing discourse formations and prac-
tices in a ‘synthesising fashion’ – as correctly recalled by Ian Christie too, in The
Emergence of Film Culture. Knowledge Production, Institution Building and the Fate of the
Avant-garde in Europe, 1919–1945 (p. 152) – while keeping in mind the major strands
of the legacy of avant-garde, the influence of nation state, and the role of industry.
The editor’s introduction presents the threefold structure of the book:
coherently with the wake of a progressive emergence, the three parts of the book
are devoted respectively to the ‘Formations of Knowledge’, in which the focus is
on ‘the links between various historically constituted formations’ (p. 4) which
alimented the blooming of a cinema culture and go from gender to colonialism,
race etc.; to a ‘Network of Exchange’, which tries to put a light on the ‘flows’ in
the dynamic network that transnationally fostered mutual influences in the
shaping of European film culture; and ultimately to the ‘Emergence of Institu-
tions’, in which nation state and institutional apparatus inform the genealogical
investigation.
Tobias Nagl’s chapter opens the first section exploring the crucial junction
between two fundamental cultural frameworks: race and nation. Despite focusing
on German cinema and racist and imperialist notions, Nagl’s essay frames the
intersection of racial knowledge, ethnography, film pedagogy and institutions into a
transnational perspective, stressing how these policies gradually began to assume an
internationalist direction. Erica Carter offers an inspiring and rich slant on the sub-
ject, she is devoting her research to during the last years: the Hungarian-Jewish
film theorist Béla Balázs (She also curated Balázs’ early writings in a brand new
English presentation: Béla Balázs. Early Film Theory. Visible Man and The Spirit of
Film, Berghahn 2010). Carter persuasively focuses on the categories of gender and
feminism in relation to the early film theory: she finally puts an original light on
Balázs’ early film writings, and, by setting his work within a larger cultural frame-
work, stresses the role and weight of the discourses concerning the ‘new woman’
in the shaping of his film theory. Tom Gunning’s essay – the longest and most
dense contribution of the book – crucially detects film discourse in programming
strategies. While offering a paradigmatic model of analysis to a paradigmatic case
study (the Dutch Filmliga), he emphasises the construction of film programme as a
cultural apparatus both theoretical and didactic; by enlightening the circulation of
films across the borders as well as the mixtures of genres, he exposes the practice
of programming as experimenting in a laboratory (particularly inspiring on pro-
gramming as experimental practice are the pp. 90–104). Natalie Ryabchikova,
moving from the simple question of when was to set ‘the birthday of cinema’
according to Soviet film culture, retraces the invention of film culture in Soviet
Russia, stressing the interaction between cultural canonisation and film production.
Ryabchikova closes the first section of the book, which is – as the following two –
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thematically various, even if throughout the sections of the book there are ‘tempo-
ral and thematic overlaps’, confirming that ‘networks’, ‘nodes’ and ‘flows’ cannot
be rigidly forced within a strict structure.
The second part of the work offers an excellent picture of the fluxes and flows
of the mutual influences of national cultures and avant-gardes, of the international-
ist network of cinephilia and of the transnational ‘cinematic exchanges’ between
amateur and experimental film practitioners, Ian Christie provides a wider and sys-
temic scope of the influences of Russian film culture and production on European
avant-gardes, insisting on how ‘the veneration of Soviet cinema became the
foundation of an institutionalised concept of avant-garde film’ (p. 153); Greg de
Cuir Jr. reconstructs the early years of Yugoslavian cine amateurism revealing
interesting points of convergence and assonance/dissonance, both with the Swiss
situation (later on studied by Yvonne Zimmermann in her revisionist history of
Swiss film culture, pp. 199–225) and the Italian one (i.e. the Italian film culture
institutionalisation and amateur film practice reconstructed and discussed respec-
tively by Masha Salazkina and later by Francesco Pitassio and Simone Venturini in
the third section of the book, too).
The third and final part of the book is devoted to the ‘Emergence of Institu-
tions’: schools, film archives, film festivals, nation state agencies and the network
of film institutions are the core of this section, explored in some until now little-
known and under-researched areas. The Swedish one is detailed by Lars Gustaf
Andersson, who articulates the dynamics of film archives and film production. The
nurturing of film theory and aesthetics are deepened taking into account the impor-
tant interchange of forces between local realities and international cultural
exchanges. Francesco Pitassio and Simone Venturini shed some new light on the
‘modern institutions’ (p. 254) of film culture in Fascist Italy, exploring and
decrypting the ‘forces’ and ‘functions’ that shaped those ‘institutions’, from the
very first elitist circles, to the birth of the National Film School and the organisa-
tion of film archiving policies. The chapter provides useful slants to reframe the
roots of Italian Neorealism too, in a fashion somehow complementary to Masha
Salazkina’s research. The institutionalisation is here investigated taking into account
the overall and complex articulation of schools, archives, exhibitions, festival,
libraries, literary publications: the last three chapters detail single aspects of such a
system.
Duncan Petrie reconstructs the development of film schools in Europe,
focusing on the pioneering institutions of Soviet Union, Italy and France. He
stresses that while they were ‘established as part of a wider process to insti-
gate or rejuvenate specifically national cinemas or film industries at moment of
political and social transformations’ (p. 269), ‘this was not at the exclusion of
important international dimensions’: in fact, ‘the essentially cosmopolitan nature
of the interwar European film culture is implied throughout’ (p. 280). Malte
Hagener offers a key model to study festivals and archives as ‘network nodes’,
insisting once again on the flows between local realities and international prod-
ucts, on the proficuous dialogue between filmmakers and critics, and on the
role of archive networks in ‘creating’ and institutionalising of film history,
meant here as referred ‘to the relation between the past as something that
has to be imagined, constructed and discursively shaped time and again, and
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the future as an equally imagined place where these constructs can be put to
use’ (p. 292). Finally, Rolf Aurich puts the German Reich film archive history
into an international perspective picturing its controversial role and actions into
the international film archive network, tracing the movements of film prints
and collections – and the ones of filmmakers as well – inside and outside the
country.
In conclusion, the book offers a rich and articulated picture of the organisation
and building of film culture in interwar Europe, and proves to be very keen in dis-
closing unexplored corners of well-known national film histories (as the Italian and
German ones), but also of little explored scenarios (such as Swedish film culture
or the Yugoslavian case). The picture is understandably incomplete. Among the
missing cases, the French one is indirectly and obviously singled out in many chap-
ters. The complex and relevant Spanish one is unfortunately completely absent,
although it would have certainly been inspiring to include a contribution on its
institutional and nationalist policies (in a useful comparison with the others fascist
states) and its international influences.
ANDREA MARIANI
Università degli Studi di Udine – Italy
© 2015, Andrea Mariani
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01439685.2015.1059616
The man who was Old Mother Riley: the lives and films of Arthur
Lucan and Kitty McShane
Robert V. Kenny
Albany, GA, BearManor Media, 2014
xiv + 412 pp., illus., £19.99 (paperback)
Old Mother Riley was a British household name during the 1940s and early 1950s,
building on a career in the variety halls during the first half of the twentieth
century to head a series of 15 films. Arthur Lucan and his wife Kitty McShane
toured the country as the gangly and eccentric Irish washerwoman and her head-
strong daughter, starring in their own film, Old Mother Riley in 1937. Box office
success resulted in a series of 14 further films transposing the pair into unlikely
scenarios, culminating in Lucan’s final film Old Mother Riley Meets the Vampire
(1952), co-starring with Bela Lugosi, yet without Kitty after the collapse of their
marriage. Critically derided, and outside the canon of the golden age of British
comedy, these films were embedded in a popular tradition rooted in the music hall
and working-class culture.
There is a strong sense of mission to this Robert V. Kenny’s book, setting out
to fight the corner for the creator of Old Mother Riley, Arthur Lucan, and stake
his claim to be one of the foremost figures of popular culture during the twentieth
century. Certainly, Lucan has not received the critical attention he deserves in
common with comparable popular figures of the same era, such as the double act
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